Maintenance Guide
Lacquered Floors

Daily / Weekly Cleaning
Product Information

WOCA Lacquer Soap
A PH neutral cleanser that cleans flooring without leaving any damaging
residues that can harm the integrity of a site or factory made finish.
'WOCA Lacquer Soap' is available in 1 litre and 2.5 litre containers. Coverage
is 320-400m2/litre.

Application Area
For regular cleaning of lacquered surfaces or for surfaces treated with 'Lacquer Care'.

Tools

Bucket, floorcloth or swep-mop. After application, clean tools with water
and soap. 'Lacquer Soap' may be applied manually with a mop or a floorcloth or
with a polishing machine.

Cleaning Instructions

1. Prepare two dry buckets
one with rinse water for the wringing out of the mop and another one with the soap solution.
2. To make the soap solution, mix 125 ml 'Lacquer Soap' with 5 litres water for regular cleaning.
Fill the other bucket with 5 litres clean rinsing water.
3. Clean the floor with the soap solution using a cotton mop. Wring out the mop softly. Wash the floor lengthwise.
Rinse mop again in clean water and wring it out hard. Repeat step 3 until the entire floor is cleaned. Particularly
dirty floors or stub-born stains may be removed with 'Wood Cleaner' or 'Spot Remover'.
Note: It is recommendable to use as little water as possible for the cleaning and make sure that no water is left on
the surface after cleaning.
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Quarterly Maintenance
Product Information

WOCA Lacquer Care
A refresher for lacquered surfaces. It can rejuvenate a tired or neglected
lacquered surfaces. Available in a 1 litre size. Coverage is 60m2/litre.

Application Area

'Lacquer Care' may be used for all lacquered surfaces. By using 'Lacquer
Care' an additional protection layer is applied.
This helps to protect the lacquer and extend the lifetime of the floor.

Tools

Lint-free cotton cloth or mop. After application, clean tools with water and soap.

Cleaning Instructions

1. Important! 'WOCA Wood Cleaner' is used in preparation over the applied surface prior to using 'Lacquer Care'.
Mix 'Wood Cleaner' with water in the ratio 1:10.
Wash the floor thoroughly until the surface is completely clean. The floor must be absolutely dry before
application of 'Lacquer Care'.
2. Pour the 'Lacquer Care' into a bucket.
3. Dip the cloth into the 'Lacquer Care' and wring it hard.
4. Apply a thin coat of the 'Lacquer Care'. Continue the application.
Do not continue application of 'Lacquer Care' when the floor has started to dry. Leave the surface to dry for
approx. 30 minutes.
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